
BATHING REGULATIONS  MARITIME DISTRIC OF CAGLIARI 

 

Sea areas assigned to bathing  

In the waters of the Maritime District of Cagliari, in the coast strip included between Capo Teulada 

to Capo Ferrato, the seawater areas within 200 meters from the beach and from the rocky coasts 

and until 100 meters from the rocky  cliffs, are with priority assigned to bathing.   

The beach property are obliged to show clearly the bathing areas through red buoys  

anchored to the bottom at a distance of 50 m from each other, parallel to the coast line.  

ATTENTION- NAVIGATION IS PROHIBITED WITHIN THE 200 METERS FROM THE COAST. 

 

Sea areas prohibited to bathing  

The bathing is prohibited:   

a) in the inner of ports and docks, and also in the range of 100meters from entrance of portual 

areas;   

 b) within 100 m from the sea areas dedicated to the regular transit of ships for the entry and the 

exit in the ports;   

 c) in the water mirrors conceded to mooring buoy camps, nautical structures dedicated to the 

assistance of leisure vessel and fishing vessels, clearly pointed out;  

d) within 200meters from anchored vessels;   

e) in the proximity of water mirrors where there are works in progress, in a range of 100 meters 

from the area, or at the distance established from further regulations;   

f) outside ports nearby sea areas where there are docks or mooring areas for the docking of 

passenger vessels or leisure vessels in a range of  50 meters;   

g) in the inner of hauling corridor, with clear signals, authorized from the Authorities,   

h) in the sea water mirrors facing the outlet of rivers and canals, until a distance of 50 meters from 

the coast;   

i) in a range of 100 meters from industrial areas;   

j) in all the other sea areas where bathing is prohibited as per regulation of the Authorities.   

 

 


